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Assessment Task  
 
Gears of a car 
 
1. Fill in the blanks, choosing from the list below. 
 

engine, speed, sizes, gearbox, shaft, forwards, driven, quickly, slowly, speeding up, wheels 
 

Car gears are made in different -------They are fixed into a metal container called a ------.  The -
-------is connected to one end of the gearbox and the driven wheels to the other end. A car 
engine must turn ------- in order to produce its power but the driven wheels must turn more -----
-.  The gears in the gearbox allow the driven wheels to turn at the right ------.  A small gear 
attached to a rod or -------- that comes from the engine is fitted to other layer gears in the 
gearbox. The gears are attached by more shafts to the ------------.  This driven wheel now turns 
slowly. Gears are used for -------- or slowing down. A gearbox has gears for going -------- and 
backwards. 

[20 marks]  
 
Suggested Solutions  

 
 
Question 
number 

Possible 
marks 

Answers 

1 20 marks Car gears are made in different ( sizes  ). They are fixed into a metal 
container called a (gearbox). The ( engine) is connected to one end of 
the gearbox and the driven wheels to the other end. A car engine must 
turn ( quickly) in order to produce its power but the driven wheels must 
turn more (slowly). The gears in the gearbox allow the driven wheels to 
turn at the right (speed). A small gear attached to a rod or (shaft) that 
comes from the engine is fitted to other layer gears in the gearbox. The 
gears are attached by more shafts to the (driven)(wheel). This driven 
wheel now turns slowly. Gears are used for (speeding up) or slowing 
down. A gearbox has gears for going ( forwards) and backwards. 

[20 marks] 
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